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The decision to focus on a cohesive relationship

between our business strategy and our philanthropic

goals is what birthed the MAD initiative, which is

anchored in, and named after, our firm’s overall

objective: making a difference, 

while making a living.
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Making a differenceMaking a difference
While making a livingWhile making a living

Make a commitment
to invest in an MLG
Private Fund with
the MAD Initiative

Accrue an initial 6%
preferred return on
your investment 

Allocate

Grow

contribute

Allocate returns above
6% to the charitable
organization of choice,
plus, MLG will not
take any profits

Invest with AN Impact.
The Making a Difference (MAD) Initiative was
created to provide entities and individuals the
opportunity to invest in private real estate,
while contributing to a charitable organization.
By combining sustainable investor returns with
charitable initiatives, the MAD Initiative
enables philanthropic endeavors in the local
community and abroad.



InvesTment Example: Original Principal $1,000,000  Targeted fund Irr 12%

How the Initiative works

Equity Structure: Investor
Donor receives 100% of
cash flow until paid a 6%
preferred return and
100% return of capital. 

Donation Structure: All
cash flow over 6% and
return of capital goes to
the Charity (Assumes a
12% IRR over a 8-year
hold). 

*Typical Fund V Deal
Structure: 8% preferred
return, 100% return of
capital and then 70/30
profit split of remaining
cash flow.

Who we're supporting
Fund investors can donate all distributions in excess of a 6% cumulative preferred return and a full return
of contributed capital to a selected charitable organization. MLG Capital will donate 100% of their portion
of profit split to the charity or cause indicated by investors. 

Distributions from the MLG Private Funds are subject to cash flow availability and are not guaranteed. There can be no
assurance that the MLG Private Funds will achieve an 8% preferred return or meet their investment objectives.
MLG Asset Management LLC or its affiliate will receive an annual asset management fee as outlined in the applicable
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum of each offering.

Cash Flow Summary Footnotes:
1.

2.



tAX aDVANTAGES

a theoretical timing and mix of ordinary income(loss) and capital gain.
that the investor’s income(loss) is subject to the highest federal and state tax rates; further, the analysis
assumes the highest combined federal and state ordinary tax rate is 47% and the highest combined
federal and state capital gain tax rate is 30% for all tax years
that the investor is not subject to any federal or state charitable deduction limitations and has other
sources of ordinary income that can be offset by the charitable deductions
that the investor has other sources of ordinary income that can be offset with ordinary losses allocated
from the investment

The Income Tax Summary assumes:

InvesTment Example: Original Principal $1,000,000  Annual Preferred Return: 8% Targeted fund Irr 12%
1

Distributions from the MLG Private Funds are not guaranteed. There can be no assurance that the MLG Private Funds will
achieve an 8% preferred return, 12% IRR or meet their investment objectives. Past Performance is not indicative of future
Results.
The Cumulative Net Tax Effect is only applicable to the hypothetical situation outlined above and does not represent an
individual investors actual tax savings under the MAD Initiative. 

Hypothetical Tax Impact of MAD Initiative Footnote:
1.

2.



This flyer (“Flyer”) is presented for informational purposes only and is qualified in its entirety by reference to the
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum of the applicable MLG Private Fund, the limited liability company
agreements of the applicable MLG Private Fund. This information is not intended to be relied upon as the basis for
tax advice or an investment decision, and is not, and should not be assumed to be, complete. All recipients shall
consult with their own tax or legal professional regarding the information presented. This information does not
constitute an offer or solicitation in any state or other jurisdiction to subscribe for or purchase limited partnership
interests in an offering. An investment into a private offering is subject to various risks, none of which are
described herein.

The Charity is the beneficiary of the investor/donor’s investment in the applicable MLG Private Fund and
subsequent donations under the MAD Initiative. This is not, and will not be, an offering of the Charity receiving
the donation. The investor/donor’s ability to use charitable contributions as deductions against other income is
dependent upon applicable income tax laws as well as the investor/donor’s personal tax situation. The
investor/donor should consult with his, her or its own tax advisor regarding the income tax consequences of
investing in the MLG Private Funds and the MAD Initiative.
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